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GROUND 

AN INTERVIEW WITH JAMES HYDE 

By Lucía Sanromán 

 

Foreground and background, photography and painting, site and non-site, figure and 
ground—these oppositions are the literal and conceptual structure of James Hyde’s 
paintings on photographic images. An influential but under-recognized figure in New 
York and Brooklyn’s art scene, for the last twenty years Hyde has made work that 
advances the sometimes-exhausted inheritance of American postwar abstraction. He 
takes as seriously the formalist nihilism of Clement Greenberg’s negations as the 
eccentric idiosyncrasies of its practitioners. He uses the flat field of painting as a 
topological arena that ties together the physical substance of painting and the ground on 
which it is laid, extracting spatial dimensions and new meanings from this relationship. 
Hyde has investigated the abstract gesture in relationship to photography since 2003, 
when he began a series of nearly accidental works on photographic images made with an 
inkjet printer. In these increasingly direct works, he utilizes abstraction to break 
photography’s semantic hold on the way we construct an image of the world. 

As opposed to the work of West Coast artists such as John Baldessari, whose 
juxtaposition of photography and abstraction exists in play and in sync with mass media, 
Hyde’s opposition of the extreme surface “realism” of digital photography, placed 
against the colors of his abstract shapes, snaps photography into place, making it a site, 
a location, naturalizing it as a pictorial fact, while reframing the question of the 
truthfulness of photography.1 

 

The following interview was conducted at the artist’s studio at Sackett Street in Brooklyn, on 
July 25, 2015. 

 

L.S. In many ways, to me you are a quintessential New York painter in that you situate your 
painting in relation to the history of 20th and 21st century discourses on abstraction and 
figuration, and your understanding of your own work is deeply nuanced and descriptive of the 
relationship between the act of painting and its historical reverberations. This is why I thought it 
important to do an interview with you that would give us all a chance to see this recent group of 
paintings through your explanations. However, my first question aims simply to situate this 
works in time: When did you start this series of California landscapes and trees? 
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J.H. The landscapes and the trees are really part of the same thing and were begun in 2009.  I 
was visiting Los Angeles trying to get a sense of the city and I utterly failed and became 
confused and alienated by it.  So I packed up my camera and went into the hills, up Route 5.  
And it was fantastic.  The type of open visuality, the access to seeing—seeing from a distance—
it just felt very nurturing at that moment. I didn’t have any particular ideas of what I would do 
with the pictures, but I did these large panoramas particularly of the man-made reservoir 
Pyramid Lake, and also of some oak trees and some hills in the Angeles Park.  

I returned to Los Angeles two years later in 2011 for a group show. And revisited the same sites 
that I had photographed before—Pyramid Lake, the oak tree, and also explored the backcountry 
further.  I actually had more time to photograph because it was during Hurricane Sandy and all 
the planes were grounded; I couldn’t get back to New York for five days.  In fact, as I was taking 
photographs of Pyramid Lake, the storm swell had risen in the Atlantic and four hours after I 
took the photographs at that spot, my studio on the Gowanus Canal was flooded with four-feet of 
water destroying many of the reservoir paintings I was then working on.   

L.S. This is something to come back to because the photographs and the paintings end up 
being an ode to the changing climate and the drought in California, to me at least, and it seems 
like a strange coincidence that as your studio was flooding you were taking these photos related 
to water. I understand that you had months of repair work on your studio from Sandy, of course, 
and many damaged artworks as well. But also that is the time when these photographs were 
transferred into paintings through Photoshop intervention, printing and mounting onto stretchers? 
Can you describe this process? Do you see yourself as a photographer at all? 

J.H. Yes, I do. I am a photographer because I take responsibility for the photographs.  These 
are not snapshots—they are technical and engaged. Wind can cause the camera to shake and one 
bad frame can ruin an entire panorama.  It is a very specific type of photography. In some ways 
these panoramas are very traditional, or at least they are similar to old silver gelatin processes 
because when the photograph is taken I don’t see immediately the image, even though the 
photographs are digital.  I don’t see the entire panorama because the final print is made of 
individual photographs, sometimes it takes over 100 fairly large digital files tiled together to 
make a single panorama.  My work doesn’t rely on a darkroom process, but does follow a “light-
room” process in that the pictures are developed within the computer.  My point is to make 
something that looks right. Assembling these large panoramas I have learned is that there is no 
factual naturalism out there.  With this process, I distort and adjust to make the photograph feel 
like a “natural” image. 

L.S. I am often struck by how in these photographs—in their colors and focus, 
compositionally, and particularly by the way that they convey a sense of peripheral vision—I 
sense the specter of painting, and of landscape painting, rather than of photography.   

J.H. This group of landscapes is one facet of my investigation of how painting and 
photography operate pictorial ideas in really different ways. People often remark that the 
photographs are very painterly, and I think the reason for that is because the photograph is 
encased in a painterly structure.  By framing the photograph within the “objectness” of 
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painting—including the way the colors of the paint I choose engage to the colors in the 
photograph—a type of painterly suspicion is created in the photograph.  So I don’t think its 
painterliness is inherently within the photograph but rather within the overall structure of looking 
at photography from a painterly point of view.   

With the oak trees for example, which are a trope of 19th century French and English painting, I 
think less about Theodore Rousseau or John Constable than I do Carlton Watkins or the early 
Muybridge.  One of the reasons I was really attracted to photographing these hills was seeing the 
horizon-less Frederick Sommer photographs where he photographed Western hills with great 
detail, filling the pictorial field with earth is something that has stuck with me ever since I saw 
these pictures in the Eastman house in Rochester, where I attended college. 

Something that is very, very important within these works is that the experience of seeing them 
is really actual: The size of these things matters, how the painting is applied matters—you see I 
never use masking tape for the edges.  Even if the applications are within fairly narrow 
parameters, everything is dealt with very specifically.  And that brings a quality of actuality to it, 
which is very different from the type of abstraction that is inherent to photography.   

L.S. I have heard you say that you paint on the photograph to “make it real.” Which I 
understand to mean that a photograph records a moment that has passed, and the photo is kind of 
a shadow of that moment, whereas painting is always present and requires physical encounter to 
be actually seen and experienced.   

J.H. Yes, a photograph is something that preserves what is gone. Photography has great 
relevance to the present and the future, but its technical structure is written, to use a metaphor, in 
the past tense. 

L.S. And this brings me to the issue of seeing as a condition of the present.  One of the 
strangest things about these paintings is how they seem to flip back and forth between real and 
unreal, between the present and the past.  As I look at the paintings that are here in the studio, I 
can see certain qualities of the colors, the brush marks, the tonality, of different lines in relation 
one to the other, which are in my opinion embedded in a history of abstraction.  So your 
decisions about how color, materiality, substance, composition works is discursive in their 
historicity.  In other words, they are conscious of a certain history of painting.  Do you intend the 
paintings to call to mind this specific history? 

J.H. Well, for me what’s really important with these paintings is the way that there is 
difference involved between painting and photography and through their differences both can 
gain meaning.  These works undermine an unquestioned authority of photography as a prosthesis 
for seeing-- meaning that today we believe that we actually see like the camera—the model is 
our eyesight mimics the prosthesis rather than the other way around.  This analogy that the 
camera is our eye, I want to put pressure on that, because it is not true.  Our eyes are emotional 
muscles.  This is a critique that I would hope is inherent in these works.  But at the same time at 
this moment painting, and particularly abstract painting, looks at itself and does not look onto the 
world, or beyond the white cube of the gallery.  I think it’s a real failure of abstraction at this 
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point that it deals with how things are made, how things look, how things are structured, but 
doesn’t deal with the observed world. So what the photograph allows me to do is to see how 
abstract painting can stand in relation to the world. I love abstraction and photography, so this is 
an act of love.  By putting pressure on the narrowness of abstract painting through photography, I 
would hope both become more vibrant in terms of what each is at its root, even as the technical 
grounds of how we look at the world are changing.   

L.S. What do you mean by what “each is at its root”? 

J.H Well, my paintings take up the subject of what it means to take a photograph as much as 
engaging the resulting photographic images. The photographers that really interest me are early 
photographers like William Henry Fox Talbot and Carleton Watkins. They are at the root of 
photography in that they were figuring out the technicalities of the medium even as they were 
using photography to present the world.  As much as I love Eugène Atget and Walker Evans they 
are more distant to me in that they have figured their technical issues so well that they are 
beyond confronting the raw problems of making a photograph. 

In terms of my painting I try to keep it basic. I use simple geometric shapes.  In terms of process 
I make the paint from pigments and a variety of water based mediums. Laying down the paint 
requires a balance of the viscosity of the substance to the stiffness of the brush—it’s a very 
handmade process, even with modern materials. These processes lie at the root of painting in 
terms of mixing glues with different particles that produce color; the hand is always present in 
these paintings, even when it’s sublimated to geometry.  Particularly in this group of work 
everything is quite “rootsy”—and that would be the model for the radicalism, meaning “from the 
root.” 

L.S. There is always a play with curves in these works, with the “racing stripes,” and the 
circle.  Why do you use these particular shapes? 

J.H. That’s a good question, and I would answer in a similar way as I answered your question 
about the content of water in this work.  The circles and the curves come from assembling all 
these panoramas where, with the human eye, the perspective is always bent.  So the curves came 
out of the musculature of working with photographs and bringing all these panoramas together. It 
wasn’t a conceptual decision, but rather the type of decision that happens when working in the 
studio. For example, the whole content of water in these works wasn’t intended—more 
accurately I’d say the paintings intended it.  When you start taking pictures of the hills and the 
reservoirs and the trees in the West, what’s there is there.  And what is there are systems of water 
under tremendous pressure.  I plan to photograph there again, and I’m sure it will be still drier.  
The original tree that I shot isn’t there anymore.  It was destroyed by fire and drought.  So this is 
content that is uncovered, rather than content that is dictated. I prefer a type of content that 
comes out of working with things.  As an artist I love my studio because my studio is smarter 
than I am, and the California hills are smarter than I am.   

The studio is the place to start setting up a process of observing, thinking and making.  For me 
the studio is an expansive thing.  Whether it’s the camera (which means “room” in Italian), or 
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my beloved four walls, ceiling and floor where I make and store paintings, or even my least 
favorite—the computer—these are all studios. And the studio is the place to bring different 
intelligences together.  At this point I’m wise enough to know I’m less an author than part of a 
dialogue. 

Q: Let me now touch on the relationship of topography to your work. You have looked to 
Robert Smithson’s and Nancy Holt’s concepts of site and non-site, and to the possibilities of 
framing the natural within the artificial in the context of a gallery space, as a way to deconstruct 
the cultural associations attached to both nature photography and abstract painting. Can you 
explain this in more detail?  

A: Yes, one could argue that Smithson’s most enduring works are his various writings. He 
can be contradictory and quite funny—you know he was an admirer of the great humorist, Ad 
Reinhardt.  There’s a pun within his concept of site and non-site—spell the word differently and 
he is referring as much to seeing and not seeing (sight) and to referencing and not referencing 
(cite) as much as to place and not place (site). 

Smithson was quick to realize the implication that within Minimalism, context is content. The 
geometric shapes I paint over the panoramas are an occlusion of the sights—a type of “non-site”.  
However, from the perspective of these works as paintings, the digital print is the interloper and 
the non-site.  When I started on this group of works I thought they were about differences—
between East and West Coasts; between painting and photography.  But as I worked on these 
they seemed more about distance.  I like thinking about them this way—it allows real and fictive 
trips between different contexts--the distant topography of the California hills and working in my 
studio here in Brooklyn. 

Q:  There always seems to be a lot going on in your studio, but when you speak about difference 
and distance it sounds like the studio can be an isolating experience? 

Well,  if you’re a painter, you’re never quite alone.  As well as Holt and Smithson I’ve come to 
see how these works relate the West Coast artists Ed Ruscha, John Baldessari and Rodney 
Graham even though their traditional grounding is different than mine.   

The studio is a great place to investigate.  And although Clement Greenberg is much out of 
fashion these days, his idea that artists should research what is essential to the medium or the 
form of work they choose, is valuable. But rather than the idea of flatness being the essence of 
painting I’d propose something else.  I think what is essential for painting to become real and 
vibrant is for it to embrace some form of “otherness.”  So painting can never be pure or complete 
in itself.  With more traditional paintings it is drawing that is this Other, but it could be poetry, 
landscape, ideology or sculpture.  It is through this engaging with these Others that painting can 
develop perspective and become real in itself.  In this group of works photography is the Other 
that defines them as painting.  I don’t feel these works are a melding or a hybrid of painting and 
photography, but rather, they remain separate; photography is the Other that allows the painting 
to become painting. Dialogue with the Other keeps the studio lively.  In the studio I feel like 
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there are many artists to think about and multiple ways for me to engage painting.  Sometimes 
the studio is plain hard work but often enough it’s a great party!    
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